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REHABILITATION ASSOCIATE TRAINING
FOR EMPLOYED STAFF

MODULE: RA-39 Production Supervision

DESCRIPTORS: Production, instructions, praise

and criticism ratios, cruising,

low product on, acquisition problems

OVERVIEW: This module deals with methods of

effectively supervising groups of

clients in a production setting. A variety of

procedures are reviewed targeting such behaviors

as production rata, acting out, etc. This module

is an excellent "production concentrated" sup-

plement to the R.A.T.E.S. course on behavior man-

agement.
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Objectives

1. List two issues which determine how often you
should praise in individual client.

2. For an assigned situation in which a client
has a low production rate or poor quality,
describe three practical ways to improve
production. These methods may include any
from the following list and must be described
in detail:

Frequent reinforcement or feedback
Differential reinforcement of high-ra e b
havior
Ratio reinforcement schedules
Decreasing interfering behaviors
Modeling
Positive practice with speed prompts
Self-management
Reducing distract ons
Using jigs
Using extra cues
Reducing unnecessary motions
Modifying the'task or task analysis

Demonstrate supervision including:

a praise rate of 1 praise/min.
a praise to criticism ratio of at least
3 to 1

c. at least 1 physical or verbal contact with
each client
at least 80% of instructions or corrections
given incluee a clear sequenced description
of the behavior to be done, are stated with
no personal insults, and include a supervision
check with feedback

Evaluation

1. Written test

2. Written test. A situation will be presented



by the instructor or chosen by the student.
The situation may be assigned on a written
test, or it_may be an actual situation from
the student's work setting.

Performance observation will be made in
either a role-played or actual work setting.

7he roles and purposes of production in a re-
habilitation facility are often unclear and some-
times controveraial. Before discussing how to
improve production, we should define what we
mean by the term and tell what roles production
can fill.

_De6tnition oda 4n: We will define pro7
auction as any a4k4 done by eUent4 (a) which

lotoduaing OA ttanootting good4 04 p4o-
.Al4.ding 4etviee4, (b) which ate potentiatey mat-
'IzetabZe, and (e) which ate pe404med 04 4ome
putpo4e beyond the deveeopment o a eZient14
41zitX4.

The first part of the definition makes clear
that production includes not merely the making
of a product, but also transporting necessary

] materials and the product. Furthermore, it
includes providing services which do not pro-
duce a tangible product, for example, working
on a janitorial crew.

The second part of the definition brings out
the marketing aspect of production. Products
and services are money-making. The money may
go directly to the client or may go into the
budget of the agency. In any case, production
tasks differ from those other tasks which are
not money-making, such as learning to read,
dressing appropriately, and developing social
skills. Production differs from training of

. clients in leisure time skills. Making ceramics
to be sold is different from making ceramics as
a hobby.



son wishes And need satIsfy no one else.

The third part of the definition.states that there
.

is some purpote beyond mere development of a client
skills. That'part of the definition implies two notitin
First, Production is not wholly a rehabilitation activi
it may also be for purposes of fundraising., providing,-.
normal environment, filling time, or all three. Se-
cond, is, toat.leaett some extent,.atmed at
developing the client's,skills. Assignment of tasks
to:client should not te madesimply on the basis of
Who.can already do them, but also on the basis of who
will learn new skills from doing them.

PUtp04e.6_06P4OdUCtion

There are three major pur oses of production in a re-
habilitation program:

a. Production provides opportunities to train cli-
ents in skills which allow for more independent
employment (i.e., movement from work activities
to sheltered or competitive employment). These
skills include physical skills (sUch as using
a screwdriver), cognitive skills (such as as-
sembling items in a sequence), and work adjust-
ment skills (such as working for long periods
without help or immediate reinforcement).

b. Production brings money into the agency. Good
contracts and sales of prime manufacturing goods
can account for a substantial portion of an
agency's budget.

c. Third, work-is important not only for the money
it brings in, but also as a sign of adulthood
and worth as a person. Thus, the handicapped
person who performs meaningful, marketable
labor is looked on as a more worthwhile person.

When plaing the production activities of,a facility,
it is important to look at all three of these purposes:
The agency which focuses strictly on skill develop-

_

ment may lose sight of what the skills are for. It

may emphasize skills which are unrelated to the task
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of develbOing-the'c a vocational capabilities.
The agency which focuses strictly on the money-
making potential of production may forget that
4ts original purpose is to serve clients; it may,

:in fact, refuse to place good workers and refuse
:to accept workers who need extensive training.
The agencywhich focuses strictly on normalization
without regard for the developmental needs of cli-
ents or the wishes of the marketplace may forget
that they need to learn new skills; it may also
hot be able to keep financially solvent. _The ideal
place of production is to improve clients' voca-
tional potentials by teaching them to perform
meaningful, profitable tasks.

(SEE SELF-TEST if 1)

TWaduction StAat

Because the purposes of production include both
habilitation and profit-making, selecting of pro-
duction- strategies needs to involve both purposes.
Selection'of items and tasks to be produce , as
well as strategies for producing them, requites
consideration of both their marketability and
their usefulness in habilitation.

For purposes of profit-making, production'should
be done as efficiently and inexpensively as possible
The major types of costs might be broken into two
categories: production costs and training costs
(Bellamy, 1979). Production costs include salary
(hourly rates, salary required for materials hand-
ling),'supervisory time, materials costs ( in-
cluding waste), and costs of equipment and energy
required to operate the equipment. Training costs
include the trainer's time, salary paid during the
trainee's time, and training materials.

Tdeally, production strategies should minimize both
production and training costs. Often, however,
production costs may be minimized by better train-
ing, or training costs may be minimized by better
supervision, automation, use of jigs, or other fix-
tures, or partial performance of the task by super

..1.0



visors. The agency must decide, in these cases,
whether to spend more money on production costs
(and minimize training) or to spend more money
on training costs (in order to minimize production
coots).

Rehabilitation must also be considered. Sometiines,
efficient and low-cost production methods do not
serve habilitative purposes. For example, a client
who needs extensive practice in using both hands
(in order to improve muscle strength or coordination)
might be assigned to assemble a machine part. An
inexpensive fixture might hold the part-so that the
client would need to use only one hand. The fix-
ture might reduce both training and production costs.

- However, for habilitative purposes, it may be better
to require the client to hold the part and use both
hands throughout the assembly.

One consideration, related to the value of skills to
the client, is the probability of job placement in
competitive employment. Clients who are likely to be
plgmed in the near future should be assigned tasks
with high habilitation value. Tactics for jobs as-
signed to clients who wre expected to remain in ex-
tended employment may emphasize low production and
training costs.

When establishing the production tactics to be used
for a given task, all three issues--minimizing productior
costs, minimizing training costs, and maximizing
habilitation--must be considered and balanced. Where
the emphasis will lie depends on a number of consider-
ations.

(SEE SELF-TEST #2

Sape/tvi.40/Ly Thai

One of the major production costs is supervisory time.
Productivity is improved by eiqective 4upekv-t4o)ty be-
ll/at/Lau. In this section, a variety of supervisory
tactics will be discussed.

11 9



d objecttvet The quickest
and usually most effective supervisory tactiC is
the setting of clear rules and objectives. Super-

-171.s-ors should determine those rules which are nec-_

essary for production in their areas. For example,
a client may be leaving his work station and dis-

, rupting others when he needs help. A rule might
I-2 be, "when yoU need help, go to the supervisor."

For a client who is working very slowly, an ob-
ective might be, "Assemble 25 rods each hour."

4:114tA.C.Ma0m4. There are effective ways and
ine fective ways- ro give instructions. There is
one important rule to follow--Be Brief. Describe

'the task in as few words as possible. The steps
in giving an effective instruction are the follow-
ing:

4

Tell the person what you want to be done
If the task is complicated, break it down
into small steps.
Describe two or three of the steps.
Ask the client to do those steps.
If the client does the steps, list the rest
of the steps.
Ask the client to do those steps.
If he does, repeat the original instruction and
have him do the whole task.

Following are examples of instructions which might
be given when telling a client how.to collate papers:

not exampte: You have to put all these--
papers together in order. It's very important
that they all are in the right order. Start
with the first page and pick up one sheet from
each section of the collator. Make sure you
get them in order. Pay attention to what you
are doing. If they are out of order, it will
make a big mess and we'll have to straighten
them all out again.



Good exanote: Put all these papers in order.
Pira-t take this one (point). Now this one (point
The next one (point). (Repeat only if the.. cli-
ent needs more guidance.) Straighten the pile
like this (demonstrate). Put the papers here
(point). Now put another set together by your-
self.

Notice how the good example includes pointing and
demonstration but has much less talk. Remember, if
telling doesn't work, show. If showing doesn't work,
help.

Teem/tin to wateA,Con. A common practice in rehabili-
tation facilitiei-1710 provide a minimal amount of
training on a neW task to a client and then assign
him to do the task. Often, the client has not yet
learned the task well enough to do it without help.
The supervisor must continually provide help and often,
to save time, ends up doing part or all of the task
himself.

In these cases, it might be better for the supervisor
to concentrate on teaching the task to one client at
a time. Once the client learned the task to a high
criterion (perhaps 95% correct without help), then
the supervisor could provide less help and return to
his usual supervisory contacts with clients. Although
this approach might require help from another super-
visor while training is going on, it can result in
much higher productivity at a lower cost in superviso
time,

Checkin:. Very often, clients are assigned to a task
_

.and perhaps even trained to high accuracy) but then
ignored afterwards. Uhen this happens, accuracy and
rate tend to slip. Check periodically to see that ac-.
curacy and rate are staying high.

U6iru pyt,b5e. You have probably heard, over and over,
that you should use praise instead of criticism. Re-
search has shown that praise can be a very effective
motivational tool. It often works as a powerful re-
inforcer. In using praise to increase production, you
should ask three questions. How often should I praise?



When should I praise? How should I praise?

Let's start with the question of "how often."
There ars two main issges to consider. The
first involves the client's Individual Program
Plan (IPP). If a client is expected to remain
in sheltered employment, or is new to the facil-
ity, or needs to increase productivity, then
frequent praise is called for. If a client is
being considered for placement in competitive
employment, the IPP may call for less frequent
praise. This is because the client will need to
work independently in order to succeed in com-
petitive employment. Superivlsors In competitive
jobs do not usually give lost of praise. Thus,
you may intentionally give very little praise to
a client whose IPP specifically states that she
is to be placed in a ceimpetitive job in the near
future and should be working for long periods
ith Infrequent praise. Be careful, though. Do
not use this as an excuse for not praising clients
in general. Restrict praise only when the IPP says
to do so.

The second issue involves the que6tion (36 acquZaaolit
(learning) veA4a6 maintenance. When a task is being--
learned, the client should be praised frequently
for paying attention and for doing the task cor-
rectly. Initially, praise should be ;iven; the
client should have to do more of the task to get
praised. Once the client has learned the task and
is doing it at a high productivity level, then
praise should be given only occasionally.

A general rule of thumb for how often_to give praise
is that you should praise about one time pet Mali
If you are supervising 10 clients who are already
doing their work well, one praise per minute means
that each client will be praised about one time
each 10 minutes. That should be frequent enough to
maintain their behavior. If you are working with
clients who are less skilled and need more super-
vision, you will probably supervise fewer clients;
if you have 5 clients, each will be praised about
once every five minutes. Of course, you will
praise some clients more ofil than you praise



others; individuals' praise rates should be based
on their IPPs and on their productivity at the
job being supervised.

(See Setfi-TeAt 03)

The next question asks when to praise. Pita-LS 4in-
latovement. While you may praise a client at first
simply for starting to work, you should soon re-
quire that the person continue working before you
praise. Do not continue to praise clients for start-
ing to work, and never praise clients when they are
showing worse behavior than usual.

The final question asks how to praise. There are
several characteristics of praise statements that
can make them more effective. Here are some guide-
lines:

a. Praise during or immediately following the
behavior yoU want to maintain or increase. Do
not wait till break time or till the client has
begun to do something else.

b. Make the praise sincere. Look for some im-
provement that you genuinely believe is praise-
worthy. Cients will be able to tell when you
are faking it. It may take practice to learn
how to watch for behaviors to praise

c. Sound enthusiastic, but don't overdo it. The
client should be able to tell, without even
hearing the words, that you are praising. On
the other hand, don't talk to clients in a sing-
song voice.

d. While praising, look at the task. Don't draw
the client away from the task. If the client
has just completed a task, look at the client's
eyes when praising.

a. Make your praise descriptive but brief. That
is, praise what the person has done (e.g., "you
packaged a whole box of matchbooks already.")
not what a person is (e.g., "you are being good.
In other words, 4e6cnibe, don't evaluate. A
one-sentence description (or less) is usually
enough. Longer descriptions tend to pull the

1 3
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client away from the task.

f. Occasionally praise across the work area. When
doing so, use the client's name (e.g., "Kim,
you are really working hard today.") In this
way, you avoid the problem of clients watch-
ing you to see where you are and working only
when you are near.

(SEE SELF-TEST #4)

M44ing paticism E15_Wtive.

There are times when you cannot avoid criticizing
clients for disruptive behavior or poor work. You
cannot always wait until the client begins to work
so you can praise.

When should you criticize? with praise, crit-
icize durins the inappropriate behavior. Do not
wait for the client to return to appropriate be-
havior before beginning the criticism. Sometimes,
a supervisor will wait until break time and then
say to a client, "You spent a lot of time goofing
off and disrupting other people this morning." It
is much better to do the criticizing while the cli-
ent is in the process of disrupting.

Effective criticism is a way of givtng in.4stuation,s.
When you criticize, remember the steps in giving
an instruction. They are:

1. Tell the person what you want to be done
2. If the task is complicated, break it down

into small steps
Describe two or three of the -teps

4. Ask, the client to do those steps
5. If the client does the steps, list the rest

of the steps
6. Ask the client to do thosd steps
7. If he does, repeat the original instruc ion

and have hi- do the whole task

14
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Here are some other rules that will help to make your
criticism effective.

a. rxiticize as close to the beginning of the mis-
behavior as possible. If someone is making an
error on a production task, stop him as soon as
possible &Id point it out. Do not allow him to
repeat the error several times. If a client be-
gins to disrupt others and you plan to criticize,
stop her immediately.

b Talk in a normal speaking voice. Do not raise
your voice or sound sarcastic.
Make your criticism descriptive but brief. In
as few words as possible, tell the client what
she is doing wrong. Do not make the criticism
personal. Do not say, "John, you know better
than that. You are just being obstinate today."
Say, "John, you did not follow my instruction.
I asked you to turn off the machine. Please
turn it off."

d. When criticizing, tell the client how to correct
his error. If he is disrupting others, tell him
to return to his work station. If he put too
many rubber bands in a package, tell him to take
them out and weigh them again.

e. Give a brief reason for doing the behavior. For
example, you might say, "Someone might get hurt
if the machine is going." Keep the reason brief.
One sentence usually is enough. Give the reason
only the first time that you give the same crit-
icism.

f Watch the person to assure that he understands
and follows the instruction. Neve& criticize-
someone without giving him the chance to cor-
rect his error. Once he has corrected it, tell
him how he did.

g. Check again a little later to see if he is doing
the behavior correctly. If so, praise.

h. Do nOt lecture. Keep each criticism brief. A
criticism should rarely take more than a few
seconds.

(SEE SELF-TEST #5)
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PnaettcaZ _Lat eJttbLzion StitategteA

Giving praise is not difficult. People can learn
.

easily how to give useful criticism and clear in-
structions. The hard part is finding the time to
do so during a hectic work period. Following are
some strategies which will help you to find the
time:

Una:late atound the watk 6Zoot. One useful strat-
e§y"fak super-Vigo-fa ia-to circulate through the
area they are responsible for. Circulating (or
"cruisin" allows you to make frequent contact with
each worker. Most supervisors already Make some at-
tempt to circulate. However, many supervisors spend
large proportions of their time behind a desk. Other
supervisors actually doshe work which is being
assigned to clients rather than assuring that cli-
ents are working; it is not unusual to see a work
area in which a supervisor is doing a production
task while several clients are sitting around doing
nothing. When circulating, the purpose is to help
clients who have difficulties, to praise, to check
on the quality and quantity of work, and to teach
work adjustment skills.

There are, of course, times when you will have to
be at a desk filling out paperwork. There will also
be times when problems with one worker will require
you to concentrate on that person for a long period.
One way to assure that you circulate is to set up
times when you will be sure to cruise through the
complete work area. Four circulations per day,
two in the morning and two in the afternoon should
be enough. On these circulations, choose a path
to follow which will assure that you check each
worker. The pattern should vary from one circula-
tion to the next, but you need to know what route
you will take each time so that you can make sure
to see and speak to everyone. If you do not plan
a route, you may forget to check a worker.

As you circulate through the work area, check each
worker. If a worker is doing an acceptable job, pause
16
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and briefly praise her. Once you praise, you do not
need to wait for a reaction from the worker. You
want the worker to continue working, not to look up
and thank you or start a conversation. After you
praise, simply move on. If the client begins to
talk to you, stop the conversation immediately and
move to the next work station.

If a worker is not working, ignore him (unless his
IPP includes a program that requires you to do some-
thing else). It is usually best not to remind him
to return to work. As you move on, look back at
him now and then. When he returns to work for a
reasonable period of time, praise him across the
room.

If a client is working but is not doing the task right,
praise him for working and then give mn instruction
or demonstration so that he can do it correctly.
Watch him try to do the task independently. When
he can do it, move on to the next worker. Look back
at him now and then. After you have given him time
to complete the task one or two more times, return
to him and check his work.

If you are interrupted by a client or other staff, __
for any other reason, make sure to complete the cir-
culation after you return.

Wing mi4behavioiL az a cu.9_24e 4omeone et4e.
If you are haVing trouble remembernig to praTIW7-
try using one worker's misbehavior as a reminder to
look for someone to praise. Any time you feel like
criticizing someone (or actually do criticize someone
look around for another worker Who is doing a job cor-
rectly. Praise that person across the room.

Keep c4aAtE6 o6 p4oductivity Daily production charts
will show you whether clients' production rates are
tmproving. You can also use them to show clients
how well they are doing. Ways to measure behavior
can be found in the modu e Behavior Observation and
Measurement.

19



(SEE SELF-TEST 06)

Speciat Metho Rub-tem

The strategies above will solve many of the
production supervision problems commonly found
in workshops. Of course, some workers will not
be reinforced by praise. Others require more
frequent or powerful reinforcement. There are
also problems which cannot be solved simply by
giving reinforcement.

Wehman, Renzaglia, and Schutz (1977) provide a
description of the types of production problems
that supervisors might run into:

Work behavior may be subdivided into learning a
skill (acquisition), and then performing it ac-
curately at a high enough rate (production) to meet
competitive employment standards. These two pro-
cesses can be analyzed more closely, however,
through a specific description of the client's vo-
cational behavior excesses or deficits.

Acqu44ition PkoMem-DZoutiminatZon V W
A problem typical of severely handicapped workshop
clients is failure to attend to the salient cues
(size, color, form) of a task. The person ignores
relevant variables and instead may try to assemble
or sort materials without watching what he or she
does or while attending to the wrong cue in the
task.

Acquisition can also be impeded by a client's failure
to attend to verbal cues of the supervisor. A com-
mon characteristic of severely handicapped adults
is non-compliance behavior and inability or unwil-
lingness to follow simple inatructions. Even thougha
worker may attend to the learning task, his failure
to follow instructions can interfere with acquisition
rates, particularly if job re quirements or mater-
ials vary slightly from day to day.
18
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Acq4i4Ltion )7064em-Sen404y-M0;04 p4e4itt!;

Many severely developmentally disabled persons
receiving vocational programming services also display
sensory motor deficits. For instance, clients with
cerebral palsy, loss of limb, and spasticity or athe-
tosis may require prostheses or specially arranged en-
vironmental support.

Certain clients may be visually handicapped or hear-
ing impaired, thus prohibiting the use of standard
training procedures. The rare combination of both
aural and visual handicaps in retarded workers is per-
haps the most difficult disability to overcome for the
acquisition of complex work skills.

PItoduation-SZow Motot Behav.

Once a vocational task is mastered, high rate of per-
formance becomes important. This is a serious prob-
lem with many severely and profoundly retarded workers,
particularly those with a long history of institution-
alization. Slow motor behavior is one characteristic
of severely developmentally disabled workers who have
not previously been required to meet a work criterion
for success. Clients may be persistent and stay on
task, but tneir actual motor movements are lethargic
and at far too low a rate to be competitive. Often
such clients are unresponsive to the commonly used
workshop kacentives such as praise or money.

Without objectively established work criteria, it is
difficult for workshop supervisors to determine which
clients are performing competitively. Workers who
stay on task and do not disrupt workshop routine are
ofte- viewed as performing adequately. This view is
based on a-popular vocational training model of "work
activity" or "keep busy" rather than a developmental
model which looks to expand the client's work skill
repertoire.

Low Rtoduc ehavioaz

Equally problematic in accelerating production rates

21



with the severely and profoundly retarded are in-
terfering or competing behaviors, such as high
levels of distractability and hyperactivity, out-
of-seat behavior, excessive looking around, maidng
bizarre noises, and playing with the taSk.

Similarly, the work performance of severely de-
velopmentally disabled clients may be highly sus-
ceptible to changes in the work environment. Fair-
ly commonplace alterations in setting or routine,
e.g., furniture rearrangement, can upset work be-
havior, thus making continuity of programming ex-
tremely difficult. A worker may display criterion
level work rates, but only for short periods of
time. Interfering or competing behaviors interrupt
the work level required for successful community
placement.

There are a number of supervisory, training and
job design skills which can help to solve these
problems. These will be discussed briefly.

AegtaUtion_PAabZem4--Dizctimtnation De _at:6.
t_e p_o lem ls t a Instructions are not fol-

lowed well, the following techniques might help:

a. Clear task analysis. Prepare a clear task
analysis and follow it step-by-step when
giving instructions.

b. Model. When giving InstructIons, demonstrate
the task

c. Give only short sequences of instructions.
After each two or three steps, have the client
do those steps.

d. Reinforce instruction-following. Set up a
number of times during the day when you will
give instructions that are simple. If the
client follows them, reinforce. You should
be able to set up 10-20 of these per day. Each
instruction should allow for task completion
with less than 1 minute work. Instructions
might include the following: "Pick up the

paper and throw it in the basket," "Take this
20
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box to Jim," and others of that form.

If the problem is that the worker does not attend to
relevant parts of the task, such as the direction in
1Which items are placed, the sequence of assembly, or
size, the following techniques might help:

a. Color-coding. Color code the pieces. Nuts and
bolts of the same size might have a dot of the
same color. If the worker is separating mag-
netic wires from non-magnetic wires, both the
magnet and the box for magnet c wires might be
red.

b. Put components of a sequenced assembly task in
an outside to inside ot left-right order.

c. Provide a sample (either actual or in a picture)
which shows what the product is to look like af-
ter each step is done.

Provide a checklist (in writing or pictorial)
that tells each step

Ac uk44:tion Pwb1ein--Sen 0AV

Although this module is intended to provide help in
working with disabled people, the techniques used for
working with acquisition problems caused by sensory-
motor deficits are very similar to those which mechan-
ical and industrial engineers use. They are, primarily,
the techniques of job analysis and design. Work sim-
plification techniques will be covered in more detail
in a later section. Following are two examples:

a. You can adjust the task so that it is done in
a different way. For example, two clients can
share parts of a task, each doing the parts at
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a. which sihe Is physically able.

b. You can develop a jig or fixture which allows
the worker to do the task. For a client with
poor muscle tone, a jig might hold the part
being assembled. For a client who cannot
count, a packaging-task might use a box with
the correct number of compartments; instead
of counting the parts, the worker could merely
fill each compartment.

PAoduction- ow Moto& Behauko&

If the behavior is being done accurately but at
a low rate, increasing the rate to competitive em-
ployment standards becomes the goal. Occasionally,
the problem is still one of poor discrimination;
that is, the worker cad make accurate discrimin-
ations but they take close concentration and a lot
of effort. Other times, the task is physically
tiring or has many unnecessary steps in it. In
these cases, the techniques described under "ac-
qmaition pAobteme may be quite useful. Other
techniques may be found in other modules (partic-
ularly Increasin Behavior) but will be discussed
briefly here.

a. Increase reinforcement or feedback. Often, pay-
ment is made by the week and there is very lit-
tle reinforcement in between. Piecework pay-
ment can be made by the day, at break time, or
even following each produced item. Simply prais-
ing and giving feedback more often may work well.

22

Use powerful reinforcers. If praise: and money
do not work as reinforcers, other reinfOrcers
may be used. Examples are extra break time,
use of a radio, and items the client wants. If
necessary, a token economy may be used. Token
economies are very powerful, but they are also
complex, difficult to establish, and sometimes
difficult to remove when they have done their
job.
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c. Use special reinforcement schedules. You may
be able to set up reinforcement schedules which
produce faster production. These include Dif-
ferential Reinforcement of High-Rate Behavior
(DRH) in which the worker must complete a num-
ber of items in a specified time in order to
earn the reinforcer. For example, the worker
who is packaging drapery rods may need to pack-
age twelve dozen by 10:00 in order to get a
Poft drink. Ratio schedules may also be used.
For example, the worker might be allowed to go
to break as soon as she has packaged twelve
dozen rods.

d. Provide positive practice with speed prompts.
The supervisor may watch or physically guide a
client for a long period of time, frequently
prompting the person to work faster. The su-
pervisor might stay in this one-to-one session
until the worker has met a certain criterion
(for example, 60% of competitive standard during
a 10-minute period).

e. Provide graphic feedback. The supervisor and
worker might set a goal to work toward. Each
day, the supervisor could determine the worker's
production rate or accuracy and chart it on a
graph at the worker's work station. Improve-
ment may serve as a reinforcer, especially if
it is charted before the worker goes home for the
day and is paired with praise or other reinforcers.
The chart may also serve as a reminder to the
worker to continue working faster or more care-
fully.

Teach the client self-management. The worker may
keep track of his own productivity rate or accuracy.
For example, a severely retarded worker might place
a marble in a tube each time she completes assem-
bling a circuit board. The number of marbles pro-
vide visual feedback. The worker may also rein-
force herself. If the number of rarbles is above
a line drawn on the tube, she may take a break
get a soda, or show it to the supervisor (who would
then praise her).
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Low Ptoduction-IntWAn6. Low pro-
duction can be primarily a result of interfering
behaviors,such-as stereotyped behaviors (e.g.,
taking someone else's materials). In suCh cases,
these interfering behaviors must be reduced. The
module on Reducing and Eliminating Behavior Prob-
lems gives detailed discussions of teChniques.
Briefly, here are a few:

a. Reinforce incompatible behaviors. Provide lo s
of reinforcement for production. In addition,
reinforce the behaviors of starting to work,
working for a period time, or even simply
looking at the assigned task.

b. Time-out. If enough reinforcement is being pro-
vided during work periods, a time-out may be
useful. Time-out may be as simple as removing
the worker's work materials or as difficult as
moving the person to an isolated area. Remember,
however, that time-out means "time-out from re=
inforl7ement." If the work place is not reinforc-
ing, taking the person away will not be punishing.

Response cost. If some form.of:token is being
used, tokens may be taken away follewing-inter-
fering behaviors.

d. Positive practice. When the worker does an in-
terfering behavior, guide him through a number
of trials of an incompatible behavior. If, for
example, he takes away someone else's materials,
require him to bring the person all the materials
he will need for the rest of the day.

e. Reduce distractions. Move the worker to an iso-
lated work area or build barriers between work
stations.

Self-management. As with increasing production,
solf-management can be used for decreasing inter-
fering behaviors. The client may keep track of
these behaviors and reinforce himself for doing
better than he did the day before.
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-LS SupeJtv-i4i.orit

No supervisor will be Suonseful all _ the time withall the clients. F.Ven thobest supe:-.=rvisor Will finda production problem thrsthe cannot r. solve. Trying newtechniques and getttng f:oultation from other super-visors and other e%pextm vsy help in such cases.
There are a number of Pitfalls' into w' -which supervisorsoccasionally slip. A are descriW_bed here as ex-amples.

Dotn wojt_,9f_da etc:0145

Of ten the work in prociaotion is done by supervisors.It is easier to do tbe work than co train and super-vise the clients. Tills Ivens rsOat often when animportant contract rramt_ lodone very accurately andin a short itme. Rermulb contracts are a meansfor training clients. Tovtime as a supervisor shouldbe spent supervising 4adRaching. BrYou_need to doeach task a few times to mrkesuxe yomon understand it.When you are sure you tincletstanci it , teach the clientsand make sure that thQy othe prodiumuntion.

Sometimes a supervisor 1.i.ent to continueto make a mistake because the client is likely to throwa tantrum or become violent. In suchim a case, the su-pervisor is teaching a cunt a very bad lesson. Thelesson is, "If you are nasty enough, people leave youalone." You cannot worry sbout whathEter it looks badfor a client to throw 4 taRtrum. .st atu=t are not in the
business of keeping everN7ooe calm; yoc=,u are in the bus-iness of teaching people towerk.

Foccatn on b-1,..ZaLon 6

When clients are having problems, It is easy to forget
about the production schftdoles. some supervisors spend
so much time dealing with son-product=lon aspects of
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habilitation that they do not =meet reasonable
production 3chedules. It is ir=nportant for workers
to know that they must meet quc=ntas regardless of how
they feel. Always keep in mincma the importance of
l'gh production accuracy and r4ates.

Facuzin on odjLct4on 4chedutewe4 wkUeL9noitht a
on.

SOMA supervisors are so concernmed about increasing
production that they forget abamnut the other needs
of the clients. They gruMble zabout sending cli-
ents out of thawork area for --Itraining in inde-
pendent living skills, for cou=museling, or for ther-
apy. They do the work for the clients So 'that pro-

_ _

duction rates.will be high. T.50hey try to keep cli-
ents who should be placed in ea-vompetitive employment
while trying to keep out lower---functioning clients.
These supervisors must remember that the purpose of
production is to habilitate cl=lents and teach work
behaviors and attitudes.

Hd0.610 tow expectatiOnz

Many supervisors underestimate the production ca-
pability of the clients and atAcept slow ot shoddy
performance. Always remember --that any client can im-
prove. This does not mean tha_-_-t all cients will reach
cmnpetitive standards. It simply means that you
should always expect that a cl: lent can do just a lit-
tle better than she is doing, -and you should strive
for that result.
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SELF-TEST

Define "production. include all th ee prts
of the definition.

2 . List three purposes f or pmduction.

SELF-TEST #2

1. List 3 issues involved in choosing a1nc7rig I.x.00-
duction strategies.

2. Complete Worksheet : Choosing a Proicluc=ion
Strategy,

SELF-TEST #3

1. List two issues which guide how often to raise.

2/ Cross out the unnecessam words in this irlstruction:

"Joanie1 this lever is an important part tor a
tractor. I really want you to make it ri.=-11t.
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br the lever arm in the slot. Slide the bolt
through the hole. Put the washer on the thread
ed end. Fut on te nut and tighten it. I know
you can do it rigt. Don't look around at the
other clients or tilink about anything else. I
want to be able t==, be proud of you. Just think of
how this will hel make a good tractor."

J-TEST it 4

Which of the praie s atements is best?

"John1 you .e.r really being a good worker
today

b. "You put this one together just right, John:
Nice work."

"John, you ar= working very hard today and
doing nice wo=k. Your quality is better than
usual. Ihrhen czati work this hard, you earn
lots of money I hope you keep up the good
work. I'm r cz, ud of you trday."

2. How can you avo d the problem of people working
only when you are near them?
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SELF-TEST #5

1. About how many times should you praise for each

time you criticize?

2. What should you do after every time you criticize?

3. Which of the following criticisms is best?

a. "Diane, you put that wire in the wrong box.
Magnetic wires go in the red box. Try again.

"Diane, be more careful."

c. "Diane, you aren't watching what you are
doing. Put the wires in the right boxes.
If you don't do it right, we'll have to
do it all over again. Please be more care-
ful. You know that being careless is one
of your biggest problems."
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SELF-TEST #6

1. What are two practical strategies to help a
supervisor to praise more?
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SELF-TEST

1. List two issues which. determine how often you should
praise an individual client.

2. About how many times should you praise for each
time you criticize?

Ralph is a client in your faci ity. He is making
cartons for soft-drink bottles. First he must
fold the cardboard sections into a box. Then he
must put a plastic top on. The plastic top has a
slot all around that fits.over the edges of the
cardboard sides. He must push, the top down till
the clips on the top catch on the hand-holes.

Ralph is currently making about six of these car-
tons per hour. Usually about half the ones he
makes are correct. Most of the errors involve put-
ting the top piece on. Ralph forgets to push it
down all the way or does not fit all four sides into
the slot.

How can you improve Ralph's speed and accuracy?
List three ways. Describe them in detail. For ex-
ample, one way might be to have Ralph show you each
completed carton so that you can praise every time
he does one correctly.



WORKSHEET # osing a Production S rategy

A sheltered workshop has a contract to make pal-
lets. The workshop has the necessary tools. Pro-
duction of pallets has been a major part of the
agency's work for several years and will probably
continue. A pallet crew of 8 clients has worked
on these for the past year. These clients are all
working at 80% of competitive standard or better.
Most of the other clients are collating, separating
soft-drink cans, or doing busy work. A new company
has contracted with the agency for making wood T's
and surveying stakes.

1. Who would you assign to making T's and stakes?
Why?

2. Would you emphasize minimizing
a) training costs, or
b) production costs?

Why?

* This test order will determine whether the company
will continue to order these. The contract will
take about 8 weeks to complete.



APPENDIN (from McLaughlin and Wehman-Vocational
Curriculum for Severely Handicapped
Students CESA)

Table 2

I. Learning or Acquisition Problem-Dis na-
tion Deficits

1. Verbal instructions

2. Model and verbal instruction

3. Verbal and physical guidance

4. Break task doWn into simpler steps
(easy-to-hard sequence) and repeat steps
1-3

5. Cue redundancy or stimulus fading depending
on task

Steps 1-5 are always accompanied by re-
inforcement for correct responding

11. Learnin or Ac.uisition Problems
Sen o or DefIcits Casseèshand±ca
0 be sure there a h cal roblem

La

A. Poor motor coordination
1. verbal instructions
2. model and verbal instructions
3. physical and verbal guidance
4. break task down into simpler

steps (easy-to-hard sequence) and
repeat steps 1-3

5. prosthetic device or physical'arrange-
ment of materials

6. cue redundancy or stimulus fading
7. same as above step 6



Visually handicapped
1. verbal instructions COetailed)
2. physical guidance and verbal in-

'structions
3. tactile cue redundancy and repeat

steps 1-2

C. Acoustically handicapped
1. gestural instructions
2. physical guidance
3. break task down into simpler steps

(easy-to-hard sequence) and repeat
steps 1=2

4. cue redundancy or stimulus fading de-
pending on task

D. Deaf-Blind
1. physical gdidance
2. tactile cue redundancy

III. Low Production-Slow Motor Behavior

1. verbal prompt (i.e., "work faster")
2. verbal prompt plus model
3. phy0.cal prompt (paired with verbal)
4. reinforcer proximity

a. pennies present
b. back-up present also

5. increase frequency of receiving pennies
6. increase amount of pennies and/or back-

ups
7. increase frequency of redemption of pen-

nies
8. verbal reprimand plus no -einforcement
9. response cost

10. isolation-avoidance
11. positive practice
12. presentation of aversive stimuli



IV. or Excessive

(represents tve classes include:
a. nonfunctional competing behaviors
b. bizarre noises
c. out-of-seat
d. aggression vs. objects
e. eggression vs. people)

I. verbal reprimand and prompt
2. verbal reprimand and physical prompt
3. reinforcement proximity (pennies then

back-up)
4. increase frequency of receiving rein-

forcement (pennies)
5. increase amount of penules and/or

back-up
6. increase frequency of redemption
7. response cost
8. time-out
9. restraint

10. overcorrection-positive practice
11. isolation-avoidance
12. presentation of aversive stimuli
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